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INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION

Luna-Pad comes up with the most transformative technologies since the Terra ecosystem 
adoption is increasing massively. Luna-Pad stands rmly in support to give exposure to the 
upcoming projects willing to join Terra and BSC ecosystem. Luna-Pad gives liberty to it's 
investors to participate in token sale conducted by Luna-Pad on its Launchpad.

Multiple usecase is the main plan of Luna-pad such as Launchpad (TerraLuna & BSC ecosystem). 
Mobile wallet Mobile wallet enables credit card or debit card from VISA or Mastercard payments. 
Dapps onDapps on TerraLuna ecosystem.
Luna-Pad team consist of 6 members with years of experience in Crypto World. 

The team chooses to remain anonymous in the spirit of DEFI, but all codes are open-source for 
full transparency. 

Luna-Pad is peer to peer innovative Launchpad to launch new projects in TerraLunaLuna-Pad is peer to peer innovative Launchpad to launch new projects in TerraLunaLuna-Pad is peer to peer innovative Launchpad to launch new projects in TerraLuna

ecosystem & Binance smart chainecosystem & Binance smart chainecosystem & Binance smart chain



TOKENOMICSTOKENOMICSTOKENOMICS



Staking enrolls Luna-Pad holders into IDO whitelists, enables IDO subscription and allows them to earn 
Luna-Pad Tokens on a xed 20% APY.

STAKING STAKING STAKING 



STAKING 

Luna-Pad Farm Syrup Pools would be launched upon listing on Pancake swap on October 28, 2021. 
Initially 3 Syrup Pools would be opened gradually for LUNAPAD holders.

FARMING 

FARMING STAKING FARMING STAKING FARMING STAKING 



The Diamond Tier is the amount of LunaPAD Tokens that would give you access to the highest amount 
of Guaranteed allocation in The IDOs on Luna-Pad.
Diamond Tiers will have A specic timeframe & A separate IDO Pool to contribute in IDO, Diamond Tiers 
don’t have to rush like FCFS, Ample of time would be granted to Diamond Tiers. 
Diamond Tiers will also get access to Seed Sales in Up coming Projects.

The Platinum Tier is the amount of LunaPAD Tokens that would give you access to the highest amount 
of Guaranteed allocation in The IDO Pool for all tiers. FCFS would be applied for Platinum Tiers But no 
Whitelist required.

The Gold Tier requires a big amount of LunaPAD Tokens. But this gives your many facilities such as 
Guaranteed allocation, Rewards while staking or farming & FCFS access to IDO sales. 

The Silver Tier opens door for you to participate in The IDO. Although Silver Tier requires whitelist but it 
can give you a good allocation.

The Bronze Tier is open to all investors. If you do not want to hold an awful amount of LunaPad Tokens, 
or cannot afford to, than this tier was designed with you in mind. The Bronze Tier requires whitelist. 

1. Diamond - 250,000 Lunapad (Guaranteed Allocation)1. Diamond - 250,000 Lunapad (Guaranteed Allocation)

2. Platinum - 100,000 Lunapad (Guaranteed Allocation)2. Platinum - 100,000 Lunapad (Guaranteed Allocation)

3. Gold – 50,000 Lunapad (Guaranteed Allocation)3. Gold – 50,000 Lunapad (Guaranteed Allocation)

4. Silver - 25,000 Lunapad (Whitelist Required)4. Silver - 25,000 Lunapad (Whitelist Required)

5. Bronze – 10,000 Lunapad (Whitelist Required)5. Bronze – 10,000 Lunapad (Whitelist Required)



INVESTORS SAFETYINVESTORS SAFETYINVESTORS SAFETY

Our smart contracts are fully audited and have been carefully designed so that in all situations, the raised 
BNB and tokens reside securely in the smart contract. Under no conditions will the Admin or Campaign 
owner be able to transfer the tokens. The only conditions under which is that the BNB or tokens can be 
transferred are:

1. Successful IDO (met soft-cap). 2. Failed IDO or Cancelled IDO.
In both situations, the BNB/tokens are sent or returned to the rightful owners/users. In other words, no 
AAdmin or Campaign owner can take investor funds.
2. Multi-Check Parameters Implementation Luna-Pad has Multi-Check Parameters extensively to protect 
its investors. We have implemented multi-check parameter for projects that have raised capital with us 
primarily to prevent the capital raised and the mint function from abuse. .
3. UI/UX Design
We pride ourselves on conducting token sales with a seamless user experience. Our user interface is a 
breeze to understand and navigate, and users can subscribe to projects directly on our platform once 
the sale stathe sale starts. Users can claim tokens directly on Luna-Pad website once the project is listed. In the event 
there are vesting schedules imposed by the project, Luna-Pad will facilitate on-going token claims. 

1. Secure Investing 1. Secure Investing 



Luna-Pad offers a wide range of facilities for Projects to hold their sales in a exible & secure format 
depends on their deman. Projects launched at Luna-Pad will get extra exposure to a wide community 
& crypto world. Once project launched Luna-Pad team will add their token on Luna-Pad mobile wallet 
app.

Liquidity Pool & Staking Pool facility would be offered for the projects launched at Luna-Pad absolutely 
free of cost. The Luna-Pad team will set up and run all campaigns, keeping it hands-free for the projects. 

Luna-Pad IDO campaigns are setup up to meet the specic needs of each project. Once the campaign is 
live, smart contracts manage the entire process from front to end, which often include the fundraise, 
listing, liquidity lock, and vesting schedules.

EXTRA ATTRACTION FOR
PROJECTS

EXTRA ATTRACTION FOR
PROJECTS



Luna-Pad Farm Syrup Pools would be launched upon listing on Pancake swap on October 28, 2021. Farm 
Syrup Pools are liquidity mining pools designed for Luna-Pad liquidity mining & projects that have 
launched on Luna-Pad and are part of our ecosystem to bootstrap liquidity in the early stages. These 
liquidity mining pools allow projects to provide their own tokens as rewards to users who contribute to
 liquidity.

1st  Pool: Lunapad/BNB Reward : LunaPad Tokens (APY upto 700%)
2nd Pool: Lunapad/BNB Reward : TerraLuna Coin (APY xed 30%)

1. Steps for Farming:
2. To provide liquidity, users must supply both assets in a 50/50% ratio to PCS V2
3. Users will then pledge their LP tokens on Luna-Pad Farm Syrup Pools to earn the yield
4. Time stamp – 3 months & 6 months

Implement secure Sig 

Tracking users purchase 

through smart contract events

Min and Max purchase setup

Cancel or Refund an
 Unsuccessful Campaign

Softcap and Hardcap setup

Run Whitelisted

List on PancakeSwap,
Uniswap & Sushiswap

Set Team /Investor Token  
Locks and Vesting Schedules

Luna-Pad Farm Syrup PoolsLuna-Pad Farm Syrup Pools



ROADMAPROADMAPROADMAPROADMAPROADMAPROADMAPROADMAP

The use of cryptocurrencies has become more widespread, The origin platform idea. Development of the 
concept and business plan.



LUNAPAD OFFICIAL & SOCIAL LINKLUNAPAD OFFICIAL & SOCIAL LINKLUNAPAD OFFICIAL & SOCIAL LINK
DETAILS:DETAILS:DETAILS:

Website : https://luna-pad.com/
      Github : https://github.com/LUNAPAD/LunaPad-Token-Contract
Telegram Ann : https://t.me/lunaPad_Ann
Telegram Group : https://t.me/LunaPadofficial
      Twitter : https://twitter.com/LunaPadOfficial
Instagram : https://www.instagram.com/lunapad_official
LLuna-Pad Contract address : 
0xD1FdF57241df3C36dad469060caC9f1ea2eE7585


